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1 A 9 or 10 should only be given if a student delivers an excellent performance. Sometimes, 80% of 
the students got a 10. In that case, a high grade looses all its value. 

5 1) In Faculty of Social Sciences classes last very long (4h), which for me was really tiring. In my 
University we have 1,5 h of practical classes and another day 1,5 h of lecture. I think it\`s better 
because during 4 h in a row brain doesn\`t work all the time ;)  2) I took also few subjects from 
Faculty of Social Work and I like their system. I know that in fdv it\`s not possible because of much 
bigger amount of students. Anyway, we had there classes in a form of consultation, which for me 
was much more effective and much more interesting. I couldn\`t hide, I couldn\` t be invisible (for 
some people it can be disadvantage I know :D) Thanks to that teacher was able to explain me better 
what some problems were about, how I can solve it, etc.   3) Another thing which every Erasmus 
student loves I goes is studentski boni... but I know it doesn\`t depend on University but on 
Government :)    I know it\`s not a place for that... but Erasmus in Ljubljana was one of best time in 
my life!! :D   Thank you!! :D 

6 3 hours for 1 lecture is way to much! 
7 About the knowledge, I didn\`t know as much as the slovene students because I didn\`t learn the 

same subject at home: in Slovenia, I studied International Relations and in France I am in a faculty of 
Political Sciences. And I was with students from the 4th year and I was in 2nd year in France. That\`s 
the point which interested me, because I learnt a lot of things in that field. 

8 All Erasmus students should be able to attend classes lectured in English, since u request a specific 
exam to be able to attend Erasmus Program in University of Ljubljana 

9 All in all I really enjoyed my stay in Slovenia. Maybe some of the professors should take the Erasmus 
Students more seriously and prepare better. Also a few exams were very easy and the grades could 
be acquired very easily. But there were also great professors, who impressed me (e.g. prof. Vasilka 
Sancin). Also the staff of the University did a great job, because I always felt welcome and they 
helped me, when I had questions etc.  I hope that the University of Ljubljana works on its profile and 
becomes a top-player in the European landscape of Universitites. 

10 All lectures are held in Slovenian, so I had to study hard enough. 
11 All the informations I gave might not be the exact reflexion of the studies condition at Ljubljana 

University. First because, the teachers are much less severe with exchange students and the 
expectations on exchange students are lower. Also, because of the diversity of my degree, I had to 
take classes in many different faculties that were not necessarily what I usually studied in my home 
country. 

12 Although the University was very different it was an amazing experience, and I met great people 
who I am still in contact with. 

13 As a native English speaker, there was obviously a difference in the standards of written and spoken 
English, and this had a direct effect on the way English literature was taught. The focus was less 
conceptual, theoretical, and analytical. Having said that, the amount I learnt by going on exchange in 
Slovenia was invaluable and has had a tremendous and permanent effect on my person today. 

14 Besides the small number of problems encountered due to the complicated organization (which it 
totally understandable because the ERASMUS students are extremely heterogeneous group with 
different needs), the main content of the studies was organized well. Since I am not finished yet, I 
cannot say how the procedure of the transcript of record is going, but I am expecting to be simple, 
because my coordinator Ms. Jerneja Celofiga is performing her duties really well. As a student of 
medicine, perhaps the main problem was not understanding the patient and the blockade of 
communications with them because we speak different languages, but that can be compensated 
successfully by additional efforts of the responsible mentor. 

15 Better procedure of checking in and checking out of dormitories. It is more problematic in weekend 
then its should be 

16 Certain questions can be interpreted falsely, since I\`d followed the courses in the Slovene language. 
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Therefore certain aspects are difficult to compare. For example, the language skills, there of course 
slovene students had been doing better than I, both orally and in writing (I\`d been learning the 
Slovene language before, though the most I was going ahead with Slovene was in the country itself). 
As for the question \"Was your knowledge acquired at your home university comparable to the 
knowledge of Slovene students...\", there it was different in philosophy than in Slavistics. In 
Slavistics, the students were much more advanced, upon them were set higher expectations in 
Russian and Slovene literature skills than in our home university, which I found very stimulating for 
my own goals. In philosophy departement, it was depending upon the professors, some of them 
were very clear and communicating their demands, were good prepared, explained plainly. Some 
others (maybe the ones of higher merit) didn\`t use so much public involving tuition techniques and 
left the students more freedom to explore by themselves in what field they should do further 
investigations. There I found the knowledge acquired by the students quite comparable to the level 
of knowledge in my home university, although clearly I can\`t state it. As for the question \"To what 
degree did your skill of foreign language affect your performance in oral participation and exams?\", 
replacing \"english\" with \"slovene\", I can say, that it was not affecting me badly in the exams, for 
the professors had taken that factor into account, it was only hindering in understanding the 
material (scripts, lectures) I was preparing (and that it was wanted from my side). The question 
\"differences in study conditions, amount of obligatory work per week and severity of conditions to 
be fulfilled before taking the final exam\" is answered depending on the departement. In slavistics 
the expectations were higher, the work per week was higher, in philosophy less work per week and 
comparable expectations in the exam. That\`s all. 

17 Communication between prof. and students in Biotechniška fakulteta is really better then in my 
country. Also personal attitude to students. I appreciate it a lot! And the best was a lot of obligatory 
hours spent on practical courses included in \"one subject\". 

18 Compared to other universities you have to work really hard to get good grades at the Master level. 
Due to a lot of \"intensive\" 3 -5 weeks courses from October till December there was hardly any 
free time during this period. If you spent 3 entire months studing only, out of 4-5 month of your 
exchange period, it is not soo much fun.  I did not learn much more than at my other universities, 
but it was just a lot more work to pass the course. Because one course in Slovenia has so much 
credits (in Germany they intend to give 5 for every course) and only slovene master courses could be 
recognized in Germany, I had to do 4 Master courses and by this far too much credits (37- no other 
combination possible). 3 out of that where intensive. So my recomendation  is to either change the 
intensive courses to normal ones, or to reduce the workload within these 3-5 weeks... to hand in 4 
papers, while preparing a group project and presenstation within 3 weeks and at the same time do 
everything else for other subjects/courses is just crazy.  One girl did not recommend me to come to 
ljubljana, because of the workload..I didn\`t care and wanted to experience it by myself..but she was 
right. I\`m only talking about master courses at the faculty of economics, the bachelorcourses shall 
be quite ok. I would still recommend it, because of the city and the people, but  students should be 
aware of the different \"master-study-bahaviour\". 

19 During 2009/2010 faculty of Theology wasn\`t ready to take foreign students. In erasmus booklet 
was information that lectures will be provided in english. When I sing for subjects some of them 
wasn\`t exist, rest was mostly individual consultation with teachers and common lectures with 
slovenian students in slovenian language. 

20 Economics faculty of Ljubljana is a hard working institution, with high European recognition. I am 
actually very proud of my year over there.    Regards 

21 Even if the current language for the lessons was slovenian, the teachers were always very please to 
help us. They took time to explain us everything in english. 

22 Everthing is great in your university so far. 
23 Everything was perfect , thank you for the unforgettable memories. 
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24 Exchange program is not just about courses 
25 Experience in Slovenia was awesome. I was studying sociology in Faculty of Arts (Filozofska 

fakulteta), teachers were always nice to me, helpful, had no problem at all. would recommend 
Erasmus programme in Ljubljana to everyone... 

26 Faculty of Social Work is, in my opinion, excellent.  everybody is very professional, helpful and open 
for communication. I am very happy to have had the experience to be a student at the University of 
Ljubljana. 

27 First of all, thanks for the interest paid to improve the services given to every single student. If I had 
to evaluate this, which is not in the questionary, definitelly you\`ll get the best grade possible.    I 
didn\`t know much about Slovenia when I applied to go there, but it gently surprised me. The effort 
done in order to make stdents feel good, helped  and as at home was remarkable, and much better 
than done at y home university. The whole system in tha way was much better.    On the other side 
the way of studying was very different. In some way I must define it as easier, and grades obtained 
during my exchange where much higher that at my home university. This is one of the reason that 
makes me defined the level of studies as easier. Other reasons are the amount of work that I had to 
do and the size of subjects in realation with the credits. In Spain, before Bolonia system (thats 
actually my plan, I\`m one of the last students) its easy to find subjects up to 14 credits that last the 
whole academic year (instead of a semester) and its quite normal to have every year at least one or 
two subjects with 9 or 12 credits and the smaller size is 6 credits, which I found to be the normal size 
in Slovenia. This way of dividing subjects involves a continious hard process of work and many hours 
of class every day.    One thing I liked about the faculty was the amount of options given to the 
students in order to choose what to study. At home we have 304.5 credits of obligatory subjects, 
37.5 of optional subjects and 36 of free subjects. Optional subjects are not totally optional and only 
with free subjects the student have the possibility to choose... But there are no many subjects to 
choose, although its not necessary to course a subject, its also possible to validate sports, work 
experience, languages...    The fact is that I did 18 subjects in Ljubljana during my exhange in order to 
obtain 63 credits, while at home a validate \"only\" 7 subjects and the amount of work done was 
lower.    Thank you very much for contacting and thanks for the attention received during my 
exchange. 

28 Great advantage is flexible courses schedule and the fact, that at most of the courses Slovene 
students are also obliged to pass exams/ write essays etc. in English (no excuses). Sometimes 
however the courses are very time consuming. 

29 Great job from all the teachers...very accessible university for foreighn students.Hvala lepa:))) 
30 Helpful and open approach of staff of Faculty of Administration helped me to collect materials for 

my master thesis (the faculty have a rare book that is not avaliable in my - very good but not 
complete - Uni\`s library).  I had clases only with Erasmus students, but met lot\`s of Slovenian 
people from other faculties plus my Polish colleagues also told me about their experiences on other 
classes of UL.  Lep pozdrav! 

31 high educational leve for seminars. More to update and useful in real world. 
32 Hvala lepa! Ljubim te! 
33 I am studying in Slovene. Some questions here were connected to English. e.g. I can\`t have after 3 

months here (one moth learning language in really basic course) better abilities to work in Slovene 
than my classmits (all Slovenians...). I finished yesterday my first work in Slovene - about 7 pages - 
written by really easy language, but still understandable (I hope). So what I want to say - don\`t take 
my answers to seriously.    However, I love this country, I like Ljubljana much more than Prague and I 
really don\`t want to forget Slovene, hope that every year I\`ll spend here at least some enlarged 
weekend! Ljubljana is the best city I have ever seen - maybe it is because I am living here in really 
active way, don\`t know. Just love it! 

34 I am very impressed by the University of Ljubljana, as organisation is excellent and people are 
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always very kind and helpful, even if I ask questions they had probably heard a lot of times before. I 
enjoy my time over here a lot and I especially like that the teaching methods are different than from 
what I\`ve known from my home university (University of Mannheim): Your own opinion is more 
asked and valued! 

35 I answered \"I don\`t know\" to most of the questions because I\`m doing the Master Thesis so I 
don\`t attend to classes. 

36 I appreciate mainly that the courses were more practical than theoretical. At my home university we 
only study the literature and exams are only theoretical (also the knowledge). 

37 I appreciate the studying in Ljubljana university and all this period left me the best memories from 
my academic years. I suggest for everyone not to hesitate and apply to this hospitable and nice 
university and fantastic city Ljubljana!!!!!!!I missed that country!!!Many greetings from Litva!!! 

38 I appreciated the fact that the professors were extremely passionate about their subject matter and 
could bring this across to the students. There was more participation in class because of this and 
more discussion/debates - you could voice your opinion without having to fear being wrong or 
laughed at. 

39 I did not attend school during my exchage. i´m a nurse student so I had my practice in Ljubljana 
40 I didi the erasmus for thesis\` project. Even if i didn\`t take exams, the professors I met there were 

very interested in my work and vary kind to help me with discussions. 
41 I enjoyed my time in Ljubljana and the University of Ljubljana a lot, but the level of education was 

far below what I am used to. Personally there was no challenge in it for me at all. It is the only 
negative thing about my exchange. 

42 I ENJOYED SO MUCH TO BE IN LJUBLJANA ... I RECOMEND TO EVERYBODY 
43 I find the university of ljubljana treats its students like school children. University is a choice not an 

obligation, some professors demand attendance and get personally upset at non-attendance even 
though they don\`t offer an engaging or interesting lecture. A lot of the courses as well aren\`t 
taught as they are advertised. Having said this the majority of professors are very good, and all are 
very knowledgeable in their subjects. I think the university is good but it still can improve a lot 

44 I followed at the same time the faculty of law and the faculty of social sciences and I want just to say 
that you have a really good welcome office for erasmus students. Probably if I was erasmus student 
in Italy i would never be able to follow courses in two different faculties because it would be too 
hard from the burocratic point of view. Thank you. 

45 I had 4 subjects specially made for erasmus students and one subject together with Slovenian 
students. I must say, that 3 of the subjects for erasmus students were really easy comparing to 
subjects on my home university. But the subject with Slovenian students was on perfect level, more 
difficult as there were more assignments and very worthwhile and useful. 

46 I had a great time in Ljubljana! 
47 I had only problem with finding useful information on websites of faculties, not all of them have 

transaltions in English. Also my Faculty Erasmus coordinator was not very helpful. But the rest is 
really great, thank you for the opportunity to study here! 

48 I had perfect year of my studies and i will always remember it as the best one - regarding everything. 
Studying conditions, competence, library opportunities, friendliness and kindness form 
teachers/colleges/assistants. I am mentioning this university in a lot of my stories about my positive 
experience. 

49 I had the time of my life...thank you Ljubljana! =) 
50 I have never seen better organized University than this one in Ljubljana! 
51 I have recomended the place to a lot of people in my home university since i left. A part of me will 

always stay in Slovenia and in the Pravna Fakulteta of Ljubljana.    The work that Darja Razbej does is 
the best for erasmus student that are a bit lost, never take away that office and the service Darja 
does, it will not be the same.    I have studied in different universities in Europe, and in none of them 
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they gave me the service darja did with subjects and recommendations for subjets.    LP,    Ignacio 
Labernia. 

52 I heard of other students stuff was organized really good, but just not at my faculty, because they 
are not used to have exchange students who do not speak Slovenian. 

53 I highly recommend subjects with prof. Božidar Jezernik. It was the best experience during all my 
studies.  Most of the subjects I took in Slovene language without any problems. 

54 I just want to say that same of the questions didn\`t aplly to my experience, since I was only in 
University of Ljubljana doing research work, therefore I didn\`t had any classes or exams. 

55 I know, when local profesors don\`t like Erasmus students so much, but they can try to like them 
better. Thats all. :) 

56 I like your University, I think it\`s a good one. 
57 I LOVE SLOVEN?A !! that\`s it. !! 
58 I loved Slovenia and I would recomend evrybody to go there.. All the professors are willing to help 

you anytime, and they are no that hard on you. 
59 I missed in a couple of subjects, translations to english; where my slovene mates had small 

laboratory guides in slovene and i had to read several books 
60 I participated in the European Master program ETEAM, hence I did not study with other Slovenian 

students. I have many nice memories from staying in Ljubljana so thankyou! 
61 I realized that I achieved always best grades, means 10 though I was not always content with my 

own work. Teachers could be more critical. 
62 I really enjoy exchange in Ljubljana. It was very expiring time. I learn a different perspective of study 

ethnology. Teachers were really kind and give us a lot of inspirations.   And all people in dean\`s 
office and secretary wrere very helpfull. 

63 I really enjoyed my academic exchange in Slovenia at the Faculty of Economics. 
64 I really enjoyed my exchange semester in Ljubljana. The Faculty of Economics did a great work by 

answering our questions and organizing meetings with Slovenian students. I already recommended 
your University to my fellow students ! 

65 i really loved my year there!   THANKS TO ALL WHO MADE IT POSSIBLE!    :) 
66 I really want to add that besides the university and all the academic environment, Ljubljana is a 

great city in a excellent country with very nice, sympathetic and educated people. 
67 I really would recommend LJ as a great place for studying. But the repertory of books in the library  

definitely has to be improved. I had to buy a lot of books during this time and was really fortunate to 
had access to the (admittedly) outstanding online-library of my home university. 

68 I strongly recommend the University of Ljubljana. The main problem was my english knowledge (less 
than the average) but this is quite common in spain. If you want to feel the worst english in europe, 
just come to Spanija! hehe.  On the other hand, I regret not to have taken advantage of my 
opportunity, it was my fault and i was younger, also the erasmus atmosphere wasn`t the best one 
for studies....  I should get money for the slovenian tourism inf, because I am always recommend 
your country!! hehe 

69 I studied at Gozdarsvo fakulteta, The only thing which i would like to suggest is that student should 
be informed about the problem of ticks (\"clopi\") in Slovenia, because I knew that by friends, 
anyway it is not so important only on field trips where foreign people should know that they have to 
check their body after work. To je to ajdee 

70 I think that conditions at the University in Ljubljana which were prepared for foreign students were 
very good. The most important for us was contact with professors. In comparison to my university 
the office for foreign students at the University in Ljubljana works amazingly well :)     As a former 
students we didn\`t have formally opportunity to participate in some physical exercises on the gym 
like Slovenian students. So I think that would be better to improve that field of academic life.     One 
more time, thank you very much for amazing part in my life at your University.    With kind regards 
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and greetings from Poland!  np 

71 i think that my stay in Ljubljana was really usefull for my proressional life. I improve my English. On 
the other side I was disepoined with organization of classes because 3 day before my classes shoudl 
start. I receive e-mail from international office that i was excluded from the classes for week( It was 
friday). Next week at monday around 5:00 p.m. I receive e-mail from internatiolnal office that i 
should go tu school at Tuesday. So I was satisfaid with organization of classes. 

72 I think you have really good professionals all over the faculties. 
73 I took classes at two faculties - Social Science and Social Work. They organization differs strongly 

between them. So is for the clearness of information. I evaluate SWork as more open and prepare to 
welcome students, due to their limited number. On the social science faculty was more difficult to 
understand procedures which were also very strict - as LA definition in a very short time and lack or 
late information about change of lecturs room or hour. 

74 I took the exchange semester mostly as a chance of recreation and and a way of social contact to 
students from all over Europe. As such, it was very successful and I would recommend Ljubljana to 
anyone. Yet I did not focus much on studies (especially since my subject at my home university does 
not apply ECTS points) and cannot as much as other people about the academic side of the 
exchange. But what I experienced on that side was also satisfying. 

75 I want to come again....It was unbelievable feeling. Really good teachers and lot of friends. 
76 I want to go again :) 
77 I was doing my Master Thesis only so I didn\`t got much in touch with other students compared to 

people attending to lectures and doing exams, that\`s why the lack on information on most of the 
fields of the survey (all the \"I don\`t know\" answers).    My overall experience at the University of 
Ljubljana was great. 

78 I was erasmus student at Faculty of Arts. And no other erasmus students had taken these courses i 
had, so i didnt attend some class, so i had private lectures at some courses and at other courses i 
wrote essays. So, i couldnt answer the questions relatively with Slovenian students and i just chose 
to answer \"i dont know\".   p.s. Ljubljana is simply magic! 

79 I was fully satisfied with lectures, they were interesting and had broaden my poonts of view. I 
learned something new 

80 I was on the Faculty of Arts, but amost all my classes I had on Faculty of Social Science - I can 
recommend it. 

81 I was studying Geography as an Erasmus-exchange student at your university, but the narrow range 
of courses taught in English in the field of Geography was a visible problem. Without a prior 
knowledge of Slovene I was not able to follow every lecture. 

82 I was surprised, the lectures were in Slovene language. I had hard time with Slovene language. Also 
English is my second language, so was actually learning in 3 languages, using different literature.   It 
was interesting, but I didn\`t manage to pass Uvod v funkcionalno analizo.   Mr. Roman Drnovsek 
made a test in English for me and for one girl from Spain, but anyway, it was too hard for us. I 
needed more time. The third chance of writing the test was in the summer, but I was exchange 
student only for one term. It would be great if they could give the exchange students at least one 
more chance. 

83 I was very enjoyed to stay at University of Ljubljana during 5 months. Everything was great; lectures, 
teachers, Slovenian students etc.   I had just one problem about the lectures which I and some of 
exchange students participated to the lecture in Slovenian Language. Although there was 1 or 2 
Slovenian students who they tried to translate some information during the lecture, that was not 
enough. Otherwise everything was ok. 

84 I was very satisfied with your university and with professors attitude 
85 I wish teachers in Slovakia would have behave to students as slovenian ones. Not as we were 

children in kindergarden, but colleagues. 
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86 I wish to have more opportunity to have classes (at least few hours) with Slovenian students (but in 
English,not in Slovenian) for example comparative work/classes of our field of studies. that could be 
interesting. Maybe there should be more languages - courses during semester and they should be 
cheaper. But it is very good that there is EILC (Erasmus intensive language course). 

87 I would have liked to give some explanation to some answers, as the survey is pretty general. Ker 
sem slišala predavanja po slovensko, nisem razumela vse in zato ne morem judge the quality very 
well. So I was limited in participating in the lecture, but that was not due to my English, that worked 
quite well and I wrote homework in English. I think there are big barriers before finishing studies at 
the university (in Slovenia? or only in Ljubljana?) because there are no clear regulations about the 
exams ... or they are not applied. At least my colleagues partially postponed for years, but that was 
also due to the fear as oral exams were of random length and with the professor only which quite 
often ended up with a fail after >1h oral examination and the request to come again. I think this is 
awful - from experience I like the system of my home university really much, where we have 30 min 
oral exam with the professor and an assessor (usually a PhD student working in the department), 
who is taking notes to document the course of the exam and takes care time is met. If we fail three 
times we are out, but that is no problem as the examinations are fair and failing is not likely if I 
studied the subject appropriately. 

88 I would only recommend for someone enrolled in a finance master. 
89 I would recomend a study at the department of geography but just for some specific fields which is   

karst geography and rural geography which has the best quality from all fields at this department 
90 I would say that the quality of teaching and professionalism of teachers at the Faculty of Social 

Sciences was better than the quality of teaching at my home university. The material database was 
also better. When it comes to the library resources, there is space for improvement when it comes 
to books and materials in English. Apart from that, an honest criticism goes to a majority of the 
Slovenian students in my class who were not very active in discussions and group works, I am not 
sure whether this was due to the language barrier (I doubt it) or just lack of interest to communicate 
with foreign exchange students. Nevertheless, I had a great Erasmus experience in Ljubljana and I 
would definitely recommend the university! 

91 I\`m sattisfied with my studies in the Faculty of Social Work - it\`s really grate. 
92 I\`ve answered \"NO\" to recommend the University of Architecture because you cannot learn any 

thing while the lessons are being in Slovenian... I\`ve tried to learn the language, but is not an easy 
one. So, I\`m sure that if the classes were hold in English and having good architects, professors...it 
will be an excellent University. 

93 in faculty of mechanical engineering, they have to have english classes for foreign students. it is 
basicly not enough. i was preciate to study there. 

94 In general I felt, that I do less than at my home university. But we did much more work, than 
students from other countries, because teachers missused, that we learnt enough Slovenian at EILC 
and we participated at almost all lectures etc. where foreigners usually aren\`t present (due to lack 
of knowledge of Slovene language).  I had enough time to party with others, but at the same time 
I\`ve learnt a lot and I\`ve done a lot for school during my stay in LJ. 

95 In general I think that my Erasmus exchange was very good. Although one of the greatest problems 
is that at the University of Ljubljana a course is mostly much heavier than the amount of ECTS-
grades suggests. This has been a big problem for me during my stay. 

96 In Ljubljana University was no kiln for melting glass, no cutting or engraving machines and also I 
missed some cooperation between school and glass factory. Students are not connecting with 
industry production. 

97 In my opinion, University of Ljubljana is doing its work very well.   I was surprised by the quality of 
study environment and It was great possibility to study there. 

98 It could be better to inform exchange students that their lessons will be in slovanian not in english 
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language (in AGRFT). 

99 It is very difficult to compare exchange students with Slovenians as they rarely attended the same 
classes as we did. I don\`t know whether they were not allowed to do so or was it matter of their 
choice. Besides, I do not think that characteristics like ability to work in team or leadership skills 
depend on quality of teaching, but rather personal fetures.   Nevertheless, good luck with your 
research! 

100 It was a plesure for me to be in Ljubljana 
101 It was great time to learn few new things with very kind Slovenians. 
102 It was very poorly organised. We were supposed to have classes in english, nothing like that 

happened. We wanted to go on some trips organised by main university coordinator - no one 
answered our mails. In Poland we have like 8-10 hours of classes every day, slovenian students have 
much less, what is really weird according to the fact that we have to go through the same materials. 
Professors didn\`t care about us, all we had to do to finish most subjects was paperwork. But it has 
also good sides - a lot of free time + sightseeing so I think that this erasmus wasn\`t that bad overall. 
Summing up, I got half a year of holidays,which was awersome, but didnt learn basically nothing. 

103 It would be nice to have all the informations in English before arriving in Ljubljana 
104 It would be very useful to provide the students with \"non- variable\" timetables in English at the 

beginning of the course. I also realized that a lot of subjects aren\`t prepared to exchange students, 
because they are offered only in Slovenian, and it\`s impossible for us to follow. At least, that should 
be specified in the information of the subjects. And finally, I got the password to access to the 
intranet one month before leaving Ljubljana ( in January ), and It was impossible to connect to 
internet with the network of the faculty, so it would be interesting to get better this service for the 
next exchange students. 

105 It\`s pretty difficult to estimate your performance compared to Slovenian students when you didn\`t 
acutally have courses with them. ;) 

106 It`s difficult to evalute the difference between slovenian students and me as foreign student, 
because almost every course isn`t with slovenian students. So my answers are based more on my 
impression and on the intuitive level. 

107 Just to say that my University, Complutense of Madrid, haven\`t got many economic resources and 
most part of the proffesors were too old. That makes a big difference between how classes were 
planified and raised during the year.   I was happier at Ljubljana\`s University. 

108 Keep up the good work Slovenia! 
109 Like at my home university, the staff were way more accessible for foreign students rather than to 

the domestic ones. But isn\`t it the policy of showing \`the better side\`? ;) That\`s completely fine 
with me because every former student of University of Ljubljana should spread good word about 
that particular university! Great experience, great people, great place. 

110 Ljubljana is offering lot for the students, and is a beautiful city to explore, people are nice and 
gentle.. 

111 more engagement for Slovenian students with the exchange students, in term of introducing the 
culture of the Slovenian community! 

112 most of my teachers  at FELU were really sympathic and available for foreign students i really loved 
my expérience thanks Ljubljana 

113 Most of the subjects for erasmus students are in slovenian... 
114 My stay in Ljubljana and the experience I got from University of Ljubljana was more than useful for 

my study and professional development. There is only one thing that I can evaluate as a real 
nightmare- the credit points. According to the professors one course gave for ex. 5 credits, 
according to the secretary this same course gave 4 credits, and finally according to the girls in the 
International department (Mednarodni oddelek, if I am not wrong) this same course gave 3 credits. 
There was no list, no document where I could read or be sure which course how many credits gave... 
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This is ridiculous and unacceptable for an international university with old history like yours. 

115 My student exchange in Ljubljana was perfect. Althought I have to say that I found some difficulties 
in some subjects that were in Slovenian instead of English and we had to translate the material by 
ourselves. 

116 My study was supposed to be in English but in fact there are no lessons in English. Moreover, the 
teachers are not helpful and not willing to create some extra conditions (e.g. supply English study 
material, accept homework written in English) for Erasmus students. 

117 My time in Ljubljana was the best time ever. The teachers were very nice, the school was good for 
what it was needed and my colleges were all very helpful. I recommend it to everyone! 

118 no 
119 One of the advantages of the university of ljubljana is that is relatively small compared to other 

university base din the capital of the country, which is great, because it creates a closer bond 
between students and professors, as well as the international office, which was highly helpful, trying 
to help in almost single detail they could.   I understand that UL wants to expand the amount of 
incoming students, but try to keep the efficiency as it was few years ago, for me it was a great 
experience. 

120 Some courses could be more practical and not so much theoretical. I have realized that some 
courses could have more practical projects which we can apply in work life, but they are only 
theoretical. In this way, with pratical projects, students could have a better preparation for work 
life. 

121 Studing at Univerza v Ljubljani has resulted into a very extimulating learning process, where it seems 
that students are often asked for their opinion and that there are wide chance of debate. The lack of 
prejudices of teachers against different/alternative points of view from the one which is proposed 
was also particularly appreciated. 

122 Studying at FELU was amazing. 
123 Studying at your beautiful university was without a doubt one of the best decisions i\`ve ever made, 

was one of the best experiences in my life and one i would recommend to anyone. 
124 Studying at your faculty was great, I enjoyed it. Thanks :) 
125 Studying in Ljubljana was the best time in my life :) 
126 Teachers sometimes treat students from exchanges like a party people, who are not responsable 

and don\`t want to work. It take some time to gain confidence of them to be treated as a regular 
student, but it take more work from ourselvs to be systematic and mandatory. 

127 Thank you 
128 Thank you for really professional studies. 
129 thank you very much for hospitality during my period  :) 
130 Thank you very much for the oportunity that you gave to me by studing at your university! 
131 Thare are very few books in the library. And most imporetant are impossible to get. During several 

months here I bought more books than during my whole studies.  Profesors give questions to exam 
in Slovene... it\`s obvies that we cannot translate them. 

132 The administration in the University of Ljubljana was more helpful that the administration in my 
home university. The only bad thing is that the library in the Faculty of Economics was undergoing 
reconstruction. 

133 The best place to be except hard projects/homeworks 
134 The intructors and the administrative staff at the university are all helpful and kind. special thanks to 

Filozofska fakulteta. 
135 The level and the work to do for the lectures was different between the social work and social 

sciences departments. It was kind of easy to get really good grades (higher than back home) in the 
first one, and the work I had to do for the second one was basically the same as for my home uni 
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(the grades were the same that I would have had back home). 

136 The level of English is very good 
137 The level of teaching is a lot better in University of Ljubljana than in my home school, HAAGA-HELIA. 
138 The main problem for a student, in my opinion, is not opened as much as a student could need. So I 

think that it would be better to prolonge the hours, even more during exam periods. 
139 The main problem is the lack of interest that teachers and Slovene students show to Erasmus 

students. They think we came here just for partying and travelling, and that\`s a part but not all. E-
mails, information of corrections,... are written in Slovene, when they perfectly know that our level 
of Slovene is really weak.  I was also disappointed with the offer of lectures in English.   I\`m not 
saying what they what they should or shouldn\`t do, I\`m just asking for being consecuent. I 
personally think that the school is not prepared at all for Erasmus students. 

140 The major problem is that for ERASMUS students, the professors are not very demanding at all. 
Almost no one ever fails a class. Although the attendance is mandatory, the professors do not really 
care and the exams are just ridiculous. Usually there is only a short oral exam while at my home 
university I have to write a seminar paper as well as three written tests for one class. The academic 
work is also quite low. For a seminar paper it is enough to cite wikipedia. A bibliography is not 
mandatory. I asked and there is not even a basic threshold that has to be met at the law faculty. 

141 The number of students in each course contributed to a good study atmosphere. At my home 
university we use to be more than 50 students per lecture, but in Ljubljana we had the perfect group 
sizes.  The oral participation also helped you to get more involved and to study continuous. 

142 The only issue I would put to your attention was the fact that I was not allowed to enroll to some 
courses due to their \"Slovenian students only\" restricted access, probably coming from the limited 
number of attendees designed for them. The problem was I was speaking Slovenian, so basically 
there was no laguage barrier (this was the explanation I heard when advised not to enroll). It was a 
case few times when I tried to enroll, so in the end I was ale to take only some courses that were at 
some point too basic and not very much developing for me. 

143 The only regret is that the grades received in the Faculty of Economics are reduced by the University 
of Strasbourg (in my case): I get a 14/20 as grade for the whole year in Slovenia but back in France it 
worth 10.6/20 even if in my sens, the level of studies was the same.   But except that point, studying 
in Ljubjana was a wonderful experience. 

144 The only think that ever bothered me in the University during my exchange program was that the 
teachers, although they spoke very good English, they were talking in English only when they were 
talking to me or to other foreign students. As a student you have a lot to learn from all the 
discussions, so both teachers and student shouldn\`t switch to Slovenian because it is easier that 
way. If you are part of a university that received exchange students and you have accepted to 
welcome them, than you should put a lot of effort in speaking English as a universal language. Other 
than that, I had a wonderful time in Slovenia. 

145 The organisation of workshop and architectural main class was very different from mine university. 
Discover that was one reason for me to come. 

146 The possibility to follow courses in English both in Ljubljana and our home university our the general 
knowledge of English students have are interesting criteria to study 

147 The possibility to work on computers and to print documents at the faculty of education was really 
really bad. Also I think the level of difficulty at the EPTE programme in the faculty of education was 
quite low.    Ljubljana is great and especially the things SOU does are good! Thank you for an 
amazing time. 

148 The problem of the faculty of Social Sciences was that enormous diversity in the quality of teaching 
and education. Although certain professors (especially Andreja Jaklic) were absolutely marvelous 
and willing to go an extra mile to create interesting and challenging assignments, some others 
ignored the students\` needs on weekly basis. I attended courses of which name had very little to do 
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with what was actually being taught there and where almost half of the lectures were cancelled.     
One of the professors announced in the beginning of her course that she does not value students\` 
opinions and therefore discourages discussion during the lectures: although this kind of rhetoric is 
sometimes meant to be amusing, it still has a negative effect on students who need to ask questions 
concerning matters they do not understand for example.     In some lecture series the teacher hardly 
covered anything in depth and seminars that were meant to include discussions turned out to be 
just video watching sessions: which was only natural, because there are very few ways of 
encouraging public discussion in such big groups that include over 50 people. Seminars only work 
with smaller groups.    In some courses it felt like the purpose of the teacher was to bury the 
students with small assignments that were to be returned weekly. I did not see the point in writing 
1-3 page papers that required time to prepare but where it was impossible to deal with the topic in 
a deep academic way. Personally I would have referred larger assignments that give more 
opportunities for proper analyses.    For these reasons I would be very hesitant to recommend the 
faculty of Social Sciences to my peers. But if I did, I would say that choose carefully your courses: 
some of them will be simply fantastic while others will disappoint you greatly. 

149 The quality of a certain student doesn\`t often depend on the university but on the student 
him/herself. Even on low quality university a student can show a lot of promise. But in the end the 
quality of the university will help him achieve his/her full potential. 

150 The question about the marks is confusing...is a \"higher\" mark a better mark, or is a \"lower\" 
mark a better mark? ;)  In the last question maybe there should be some more options for the 
answer, in my case some courses were okay, but not that good, some others were very interesting.  
Remember your research seminar with my idea examining the interest of sport, this was an 
interesting course, but also a lot of work to do. But I guess it\`s a good approach to work in teams on 
projects in some courses, especially in the social sciences, where only theory isn\`t enough to 
perfom on the labor market after studying.  So, good luck with the project and all the best from 
germany :) 

151 The question about the use of English as a foreign language is inaccurate for me since I used only 
Slovenian and French ( I was studying in the translation department) 

152 The research seems partly to focus on a comparison between Slovenian and erasmus students, 
though we barely had lessons and teamwork etc. together. In this way, it\`s hard to compare, since I 
didn\`t really knew a lot about them. 

153 The study experience at the Faculty of Economics of University of Ljubljana was one of the most 
important aspects of my personal development. The quality of education was much better than 
expected. I would recommend studying at FELU to any hesitating Erasmus candidates from the 
relevant fields of study. 

154 The teachers and other academic workers were kind and helped me how they could (according to 
studies, official papering etc). 

155 there are a few tiny things to make this exchange programme better, but all in all its just great. 
156 There are not enough courses for Erasmus students in the faculty of arts and it is a pity! 
157 There\`s no enough study rooms at the Faculty of Economics so as to do works in group or spend 

the time between lessons there. It\`s very unconfortable. 
158 Tnx for all! 
159 too much document which I had to make before and after exchange, but I know that is it important. 

But sometimes communication was difficult, but more on my univeristy than your ;) This was great 
time. Hvala lepa! 

160 University of Ljubljana was the best choise for me. I\`ll never forget the time spent here 
161 Very good infrastucture and system.There is also many facilities to do sport for free.   Thank you 

Ljubljana- 
162 Very good system of helping students with bureaucracy! 
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163 When evaluating my performance in comparison with Slovenian students, it could be significant to 
ask about reasons for better or worse performance, also when asking about grades at the University 
of Ljubljana and at our home university - e.g., I think I had better performance at the UL due to 
higher quality study environment and more approachable teachers. 

164 When i have searched for faculty of economics, everyone said that it is the one of the most 
succesfull faculty in europe, it\`s rank 6. best one . However if it is sixt one , my faculty is also one of 
the best in europe it may be even better than this one. I think it is overrated 

165 Wish to you good mood and positive energy! 
166 Your university and your country are really nice and good! Keep going ! 

 


